For more than 20 years, the Cp15 has been the favourite sprayer for users in agriculture, hor culture, parks and gardens all over the world, thanks to its unbeatable
durability, toughness and spray quality. The Cp15 Evolu on can now be equipped
with a revolu onary new ergonomic carrying system with ultra-comfortable shoulder
straps and waist belt to work be er and longer. It is also ﬁ ed with two handles on
the tank for easy handling. Its unique membrane pump system ensures a long life for
the equipment and maximum convenience in spraying thanks to its ﬂexible pumping.

Technical speciﬁca ons:
Lid with Separate seal and air vent for secure locking
Low mesh strainer to ﬁlter out dirt with supplementary ﬁlter in trigger
Wide ﬁller hole to prevent overﬂow when ﬁlling
Reinforced hose for greater pressure resistance
High resistance GRP (Glassﬁbre Reinforced Plas c) lance
Mul -nozzle adapter for diﬀerent spraying applica ons
UV stabilized polypropylene tank for a durable yet lightweight sprayer
All working parts mounted inside the tank to prevent damage
Unique diaphragm pump very resistant to water impuri es
Pressure control valve with ﬁxed spraying se ngs (Low & High)
Few moving parts of which none are exposed to fric on, thus ensuring
resistance to dirt in the spray liquid and a low maintenance level
√ Carrying Handles on the tank
√ Adjustable re-inforced lever for le / right hand opera on
√ High resistance glassﬁbre reinforced plas c trigger with ﬁlter
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Spray Shield
Available Separately

Measuring
jug included
*depending on model

Safety Harness with waist
strap and reinforced back

Mini Mac Ring
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Tri-nozzle a achment on Knapsack Sprayers
A achment made speciﬁcally to ﬁt on CP Range
Aluminium Frame
ALBUZ ATR Yellow Hollow cone nozzles x 3
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